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A Deadly Game of Deception

Notorious and beautiful, Vidia Swanson works as an "angel," trying to coax incriminating secrets from
powerful men who may or may not be traitors of the Crown. Her latest target is suspected of stealing gold
from Wellington's troops, but matters take an alarming turn when Vidia realizes that her spymaster thinks
she is the one who is tainted—a double agent working for Napoleon.

Backed into a corner, she can only hope to stay one step ahead of the hangman in a race to stop the next war
before it destroys her—and destroys England. Tainted Angel offers up a compelling game of cat and mouse
in which no one can be trusted and anyone can be tainted.

"Espionage and passion—Regency style—burning up the pages from chapter one."—New York Times
bestselling author Raine Miller

"A world of spies and traitors where no one is quite what they seem and the truth is only true for a
moment...a thrilling take that will keep you guessing until the very last page."—Victoria Thompson, author
of Murder in Chelsea
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From reader reviews:

Robyn Pugh:

The experience that you get from Tainted Angel could be the more deep you excavating the information that
hide in the words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Tainted Angel giving you joy feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in
specific way that can be understood by means of anyone who read it because the author of this guide is well-
known enough. This kind of book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to
understand then can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We recommend you for having
this specific Tainted Angel instantly.

Jose Gray:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite from
that. One activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you have
been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Tainted Angel, it is possible to enjoy both. It is
great combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh seriously its mind
hangout people. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Vincent Humphreys:

Reading a book being new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you learn a
book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, mainly
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book
that you have read. If you wish to get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if
you act like you want to entertain yourself look for a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, in addition
to soon. The Tainted Angel provide you with a new experience in examining a book.

Henry Jones:

Some people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a publication. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose often the book Tainted Angel to make your own
personal reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading skill is developing when you such as reading.
Try to choose easy book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the sensation about book and reading
through especially. It is to be very first opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the
book Tainted Angel can to be a newly purchased friend when you're feel alone and confuse in doing what
must you're doing of their time.
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